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HEAD’S REPORT

FROM THE HEAD OF COLLEGE 

Our aim at UC is to keep doing 
everything we can to ensure the College 
emerges stronger from this difficult 
time. In particular, we continue to work 
closely with our wonderful student 
cohort and look constantly for ways  
to enhance our support for them. 

Some of the things we are doing, as you 
will read in this edition of Frappe Fort, 
include:

An even stronger focus on wellbeing 
support for our students 

• Providing access to our Student 
Wellbeing Co-ordinator and overnight 
Youth Workers for vulnerable students 
and those in need of one on one 
counselling or support 

• Proactively promoting coping 
strategies to support students in 
developing and building resilience 
and providing training on maintaining 
healthy relationships

• Circulating a monthly Wellbeing 
eNewsletter for students on topics 
such as mental health, grief and 
bereavement, body images and  
eating disorders

• Providing students with treats to 
help mitigate the frustration and 
disappointment of lockdown, 
including regular visits by the mobile 
coffee and ice cream carts and  
formal occasions with our end  
of year ‘al fresco’ dinners 

• Observing and communicating 
Government restrictions to help keep 
our students, staff and community 
safe during lockdowns and as 
restrictions ease.

Increased academic support for our 
students when it matters most

• Successfully expanding our academic 
program using a hybrid model of 
both in-person (when restrictions 
allowed) and online delivery. The 
number of weekly subject based 
tutorials increased. This was further 
supplemented by additional individual 
academic consultations. Given that 
University learning was online, this 
was particularly important as our 
students were experiencing high 
levels of lockdown fatigue and 
disaffection with online learning. 

• Increasing creative opportunities 
through the Art, Music, Design 
and Creative Writing Competition 
and Exhibition which attracted the 
strongest participation rate to date 

• Connecting our students with 
meaningful careers advice and 
networking opportunities through  
our alumni mentoring program.

Re-imagining our food services 
and garden spaces to enhance our 
students’ experience 

• Focusing on fresh ingredients and 
sustainability processes through  
our ‘paddock to plate’ kitchen  
and garden initiatives 

• Exploring popular food trends and 
different world cuisines through 
weekly themed dinners

• Establishing a native food garden 
based on the traditional practices 
of First Nations people, and further 
improving our existing gardens and 
courtyards for the wellbeing of our 
students,

Since the pandemic began, our UC 
community has shown that by working 
together and supporting each other  
we have been able to build a brighter 
future for ourselves, our College and  
our community. I congratulate our 
students, staff and alumni on their 
achievements and thank the President 
of Council, Jane Peck, and members 
of the College Council for their strong 
leadership and support. All of us 
appreciate the opportunity provided 
to be part of this wonderful UC 
community. 

In the New Year, my colleagues and  
I intend to redouble our efforts as we 
continue to look for ways of supporting 
our students. It is lovely just to see 
the joy on their faces, having fun 
and making the most of their college 
experience. We are quietly hopeful  
that 2022 will be a year in which we  
can resume a full calendar of college 
and intercollegiate activities when 
everyone will have their hopes fulfilled 
and wonderful stories to tell.

Dr Jennifer McDonald 
Head of College

Throughout yet another challenging semester, from conversations with 
our students, staff and alumni, we have heard many concerns related to 
the impact of the coronavirus. We found ourselves on a roller coaster ride 
of plans enthusiastically made, remade – and then dashed! This tested our 
community’s patience, endurance and resilience. However, I am very proud 
of the way in which both our students and staff have responded. In many 
respects it was more difficult than last year, making everyone’s efforts and 
achievements, even more remarkable. For amongst all the difficulties and 
disappointments, the College has continued to thrive as members of our 
college community have come together to support each other during these 
uncertain times.
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STUDENT CLUB

Love, passion, and die-hard spirit prevails in 2021

Perhaps our biggest achievement, and 
a true reflection of the community 
we have fostered here this year, was 
winning the Intercollegiate Culture Cup 
– led by our resilient and determined 
ICAC rep, Juliette Sherrard. The Culture 
Cup recognised us for our performance 
in Step Up, the Battle of the Bands (in 
which our extraordinarily talented team 
won first place), trivia, theatre sports, 
debating and the Film Fest. 

We certainly showed the other 
colleges that the love, passion, 
and die-hard spirit here at UC 
prevails, making us the best 
college on the crescent.

We’ve had a big semester of outreach 
opportunities, organised and led by 
our generous Community Service 
Representative Phillipa Smith. A group 
of us chose to live below the line 
for a week, in which we were fed 
by the dining hall for $2 a day. Most 
remarkably, as a college we were  
able to raise nearly $20,000 for girls 
education in Sierra Leone and Uganda 
by doing everything in a school dress 
for a week, making us the third highest 
fundraising team in Australia. A team  
of remarkable UC men are currently 
raising funds for Movember, to support 
men’s mental health and continue 
spreading awareness for this very 
important cause. 

It has been an honour and a privilege  
to lead this wonderful community, and  
I leave knowing that it rests in extremely 
capable hands. I’d like to thank the 
countless people who have made these 
past two years an experience I will never 
forget, and to express my gratitude 
to everyone who supported me and 
my executive team along the way. I 
can’t wait to see what UC continues 
to do for both its own community and 
the community around us, and I look 
forward to staying connected to this 
wonderful college into the future. 

Rachael McDonald 
Student Club President 
2nd Year Arts Student 
University of Melbourne 

In this year’s first edition of Frappe Fort, I wrote about what a pleasure it has been to see everyone embrace 
opportunities, form lifelong friendships, and embrace this community as our home. I am proud to say that 
second semester has certainly been no different, even as lockdowns persisted, and we found new ways  
to live life at College. We’ve hosted a range of social and wellbeing activities to ensure that we all stayed 
connected and were able to continue creating friendships and memories, most of which were organised  
by the incredible 2021 Student Club Executive, and our newly elected executive for next year. 

Rachael McDonald and Dr Jennifer McDonald
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WELCOMING NEW STUDENTS

Hello and 
goodbye
Even though, as it turned out, 
we were only able to hold one 
High Table dinner in Semester 
2, we were fortunate that it was 
the very first one scheduled, on 
3 August. This meant we had the 
opportunity to formally welcome 
our eleven newest residents to 
the UC community, inviting  
them to sign the College Roll.

The Resident Tutors and our 
2021 Student Club Executive and 
Representatives were also in attendance 
at the High Table to meet and mingle 
with the new students, and explain to 
them their respective roles. 

We also took this opportunity to 
recognise the return of three students 
who came to UC in 2020 but had 
to cut their first year short due to 
border closures: Emily Tian, Mercedes 
Woodcroft and Annabel Shaw, all  
of whom we were delighted to 
welcome back. 

As the semester continued and the 
lockdown extended, it became clear 
that it would not be possible to 
continue High Tables or to hold an all 
College event such as the Valedictory 
Dinner. However, recognising that 
it is important to continue with the 
formalities around such events in 
whatever way we can, Valedictory and 
the Student Executive Handover took 
place via a webinar for the second year 
running. Despite the challenges around 
this and the disappointment of not 
being physically together in celebration, 
the event (which also included the Art, 
Music and Design Awards) was a great 
success. The virtual format offered the 
ability to visually and aurally showcase 
some of the artistic entries in a way  
that may not have been as effective  
at a dinner event. The night celebrated 
the creativity and leadership 
achievements of our students, and  
it marked important milestones for 
2021, with a view to the year ahead. 

Rachael McDonald, Student Club 
President, and Angus North, Student 
Club Vice-President, were awarded 
the Head’s Leadership Awards. Allison 
Meyer was the 2021 recipient of the 
Valedictory Award. Paul Spasojevic 
received the Senior Common Room 
award for outstanding contribution 
to the academic life of the College 
throughout the year and facilitating 
collaboration between the senior and 
junior common rooms.

By late October, the Victoria 
Roadmap out of lockdown 
allowed us to confidently plan  
a series of outdoor dinner 
events for the students to enjoy 
before the end of the year. 

We decided to recreate the al fresco 
formal dinners that were so successful 
last year and worked with our incoming 
Social Representatives, Emily Seiter  
and Victoria Wright, to plan out the 
eight, three-course dinners. The  
events took place under a marquee  
in the Roper Courtyard, and ran from  

26 October to 11 November. The first  
of the dinners was the Stakeholders 
Dinner, designed to thank and 
acknowledge the 2021 Student  
Club Executive and Resident Tutors.

For the remaining al fresco events the 
students took great pride in dressing 
in their academic gowns and it was 
delightful to see them genuinely 
excited to finally be with their friends 
at a special College event. Each dinner 
cohort was formally welcomed by the 
Head of College, the Dean of Students 
and the Dean of Studies, to thank them 
for their contributions to the year and  
to propose a toast to the College.

It was undoubtedly another interesting 
and challenging semester; one that had 
disappointments, definitely, but also one 
that brought innovations – a semester 
we were able to brightly bookend with 
College events, to remind us of days 
before and of better times ahead.

Liz Agostino 
Dean of Students

Adam Walduck
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Lockdown stops plans  
but not UC spirit 
Semester 2 began with a secondary O-Week, themed around the 
O-lympics. Each corridor was assigned an Australian suburb which they 
had to represent in a variety of activities, ranging from sports games to 
the making of a team flag. Ironically, the Wednesday night activity was 
called ‘celebrating the end of lockdown’, only for it to be reintroduced in 
week five. This once again required adjustments to the semester’s plans: 
college tutorials were moved online, events such as the boat cruise  
had to be cancelled, and the UC musical was filmed instead of 
performed live. Nevertheless, it was an action-packed semester!

August, which was only impacted by 
lockdown restrictions towards the end, 
saw a range of initiatives. The resident 
tutors held a careers information night 
as well as quiet study sessions, the 
wellbeing team organised a Healthy 
Relationships webinar and an ice cream 
van for the day, and student executives 
and representatives hosted sessions 
about their roles for those interested 
in 2022 positions. Moreover, many 
students participated in Live Below the 
Line, a charity fundraiser where for one 
week UC provided meals for under $2 
a day and donated the cost difference. 
The month wrapped up with Open Day, 
which took place virtually again this year. 

In September, the kitchen started 
themed dinners which quickly became 
a favourite, with dishes from France, 
the Middle East, India, and Japan served 
on respective Thursdays. Student-led 
dinner themes also took place, but in 
the form of dress up directives, with  
the themes ‘business on top, party on 
the bottom’ and ‘dynamic duos’. 

The big event of the month was 
Love Week, where everyone was 
assigned as a ‘secret admirer’ 
for another student. The task 
was to do something nice for 
your allocated person – which 
included leaving gifts at their 
door, hanging posters of them 
around campus, and such other 
anonymous ‘displays of love’. 

The week also coincided with R U OK? 
Day, which saw cupcakes and a frozen 
yoghurt van come to UC. Additionally,  

a coffee cart came twice throughout 
the month to boost morale during 
intensive assessment periods. 

October commenced with a Valedictory 
celebration over zoom, where award 
recipients and Art and Design Week 
winners were announced. The following 
week, UC won the Intercollegiate Battle 
of the Bands and the last themed dinner 
(British) took place. Finally, with week 
14 came the end of lockdown: care 
packages were handed out, the frozen 
yoghurt van made another appearance, 
and Open-Door Day happened where 
first year students were able to visit 
different rooms to help them decide 
which ones they might preference 

next year. Friend Week also took place. 
Similarly to Love Week, students who 
signed up were partnered off, but this 
time had to ask each other out on a 
‘friendship date’. 

November was the final exam period 
for most students and thus activities 
quietened down, but we were able to 
attend some small alfresco dinners to 
round off the year. Once again, it may 
not have been the semester that was 
planned for, but the UC community 
came together to work around the 
challenges and ensure our home was 
still buzzing with excitement, activity, 
and plenty of opportunities to get 
involved in college life. 

Penelope Kunzler and Tom Clarkson

Hilary McKie and Alex Brodie
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Matilda Carlberg, 
Ewan McGregor

Alex Elder-Hackford, Sitting on the Deck Jared Baum, Wattage

Art, Music and Design Week 
After an absence in 2020 due to COVID-19, our student art exhibition was back in semester 
2 (albeit virtually). Here we feature a selection of pieces. To view the full exhibition, and read 
more about the inspiration behind each piece, please visit www.unicol.unimelb.edu.au/news 
or scan the QR code (desktop viewing is recommended for best performance). 

ART, MUSIC AND DESIGN WEEK

“Art allows us to 
discover beyond 
our specific callings. 
Please be encouraged 
to study this exhibition 
– it is not to be 
missed.” 

Dr Di Bresciani OAM

Ruby Dawson, Cowboys Have 
Feelings Too – Childrens Book Casey Speight, Teas Like These 

– Dave Grohl Teapot

Aliyah Mink, NGC 7674
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Clay Hattam, The Fallen Collection

Penelope Kunzler, Fast FashionRuby Dawson, Ophelia

Rachel Mooney, Wunderkammer Oliver Sinclair, Viti Collection

ART, MUSIC AND DESIGN WEEK



ART, MUSIC AND DESIGN 
WEEK: ADJUDICATION  
AND RESULTS 
Our student exhibition was 
back and bigger than ever in 
2021 – featuring an additional 
music category for the first 
time. Although the exhibition 
could only be held virtually 
due to restrictions, online 
software allowed us to digitally 
display all entries, so the entire 
UC community can view the 
submissions. 

We received the largest number of 
entries ever, with over 60 pieces of 
art, design, photography, music and 
creative writing on display.  

Adjudicator and generous supporter of 
the prizes for the awards, Dr Di Bresciani 
OAM (UWC 1960) selected the winners 
in each category. 

Di said it was really interesting to view 
the works virtually this year. 

“One comes to know more about the 
artists than perhaps one would in the 
normal exhibition space. I studied each 
piece before viewing all the material 
provided. Behind all art there are stories 
and it was extraordinary to realise how 
strongly each artist has communicated.  
Artists and future leaders, already 
contributors; caring, reaching, layering 
future pathways.”

Thank you to Di for taking the time 
to choose the winners of the art and 
music pieces and to Andre (Dean of 
Studies) and Liz (Dean of Students)  
for judging the creative writing and 
poetry submissions.

Di announced the winners at a virtual 
online event in October:

Overall First Prize Winner 

Prue Wilkinson – for her drawings in 
charcoal, paintings on hand-pressed 
card and canvas, video Starman Selby 
and sculpture `Help’ 

Overall Second Prize Winner 

Emily Tian – for her watercolour 
portraiture and oil on canvas

Music Category Winner 

Will Hatty – for his original composition 
F*** COVID

Honourable mentions: Katlyn Johnson 
(Original Composition – Inside My 
Mind) and Josh Rafter (Original music 
for animation). 

ART, MUSIC AND DESIGN WEEK
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Excerpt from Memorial Service 
by Max Griffin.

A lone ball of dust quietly spins 
itself around over and over for an 
absent audience, hanging along a 
thin clothesline with its brothers. 
Together, they twist and turn 
around a deflated balloon of gas, 
in a boundless, pitch black room. 

Light hasn’t shone on the Earth 
for a long time. Nothing’s moved 
on it in even longer. Nothing 
would ever again breathe its 
air, drink its waters, or walk 
its ground. The mother had 
become an untended cemetery, 
the names faded and forgotten. 
Merciless Time had taken all 
beneath her cold scythe, but 
none were left to care. The idle 
skies held a restless tranquillity.

Read the full piece at www.
unicol.unimelb.edu.au/news

Prue Wilkinson, Wally’s Sunbird, This is part of a series of works inspired by the 
feelings of guilt I felt at my Grandma’s funeral. Through hearing stories about what 
she was like before I was born, I realised I didn’t know as much about her as I’d 
thought. I wanted to look through old photos and catch a glimpse of what life was 
like for her and my Dad growing up.

Art Category Winner 

Will McDonald – How Loud Is Silence

Honourable mention: Penelope 
Kunzler (Mini Fashion Zine with surreal 
compilations of dreams and memories). 

Design Category Winner 

Sophie Gluskie – Kamakura

Honourable mention – Clay Hattam 
(Poesy of Remnants)

Photography Category Winner 

Rachel Dickson – One Foggy Sunrise 

Creative Writing/Poetry Winner 

Max Griffin – Memorial Service 

Honourable mention: Winnie Cheng 
(Phantom)

People’s Choice Award (as voted by 
students) 

There was a four way tie in this category: 
Tom Clarkson (Cover of Crazy by Gnarls 
Barkley), Ruby Dawson (Ophelia), Emily 
Tian (watercolour portraits of Tashi 
Rodriguez and Younes Kahlaoui) and 
Penelope Kunzler (Fast Fashion Series). 

A big congratulations to all the winners! Special thanks also to Dr Bresciani and her 
family for generously supporting Art, Music and Design Week, and Matilda Carlberg 
(Art and Design Representative) for promoting the event and compiling all the works.
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ART, MUSIC AND DESIGN WEEK

Emily Tian, Watercolour portraits of Tashi Rodriguez and Younes Kahlaoui

Prue Wilkinson, Charcoal Portraits. “Each portrait is sketched over erased portraits of my Grandma. The three subjects are my 
Uncle, Poppa and Dad. She’s there, we just can’t see her.”

Sophia Gluskie, Kamakura. “For this submission 
I decided to enter a three-piece garment I have 
designed and made. It consists of an entirely 
felted skirt with a patchwork waistband that draws 
inspiration from the Viktor and Rolf Fall 2019 
Couture collection, as well as specific techniques 
used in Japanese culture. This garment also consists 
of a blazer styled jacket with felting detail on the 
back, a Shibori dyed lining, embroidery detailing  
and sheer silk sleeves. The last piece is a simple  
silk camisole top.”

Will McDonald, How Loud is Silence. “This 
series of four works are a depiction of the 
struggles of mental health and how it can take 
changing forms.”
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ALUMNI EVENTS

Afternoon tea  
with the 
Archivist 
We began Semester 2 with high hopes of hosting a 
full roster of events for our donors and supporters, 
however these were scuppered as restrictions 
were reintroduced in August. 

Eveline Syme, The Yarra at Warrandyte, 1931, National Gallery of 
Australia, Canberra, purchased 1977 © Estate of Eveline Syme

To connect with Georgina Sweet Society members, 
Governors and alumni, we were delighted to host a digital 
event in early October, Afternoon Tea with the Archivist. 
This event was inspired by the efforts of UC’s long-serving 
archivist, Ian Forster, as he delved into the life and work of 
Eveline Syme (one of the original benefactors and founders 
of University Women’s College).

Ian was in turn inspired by his conversations with Dr Sarina 
Noordhuis-Fairfax, the Curator of Australian Prints and 
Drawings at the National Gallery of Australia (NGA). Sarina 
liaised with Ian to borrow some artwork from the College 
for the NGA’s touring exhibition Spowers & Syme. This 
exhibition brings together a collection of Eveline’s works 
with those of her friend and colleague Ethel Spowers.
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ALUMNI EVENTS

Eveline Syme, Skating, 1929, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, purchased 1979 
© Estate of Eveline Syme

The exhibition Spowers & Syme will  
remain at the Canberra Museum and Gallery 
(CMAG) until February, 2022. It will then 
tour to the Western Plains Cultural Centre  
in Dubbo, NSW from 26 February – 1 May, 
2022 followed by Geelong Gallery, VIC from 
16 July – 16 Oct, 2022. 

The Spowers & Syme exhibition catalogue, 
curated by Dr Sarina Noordhuis-Fairfax,  
can be purchased from The Paperback 
Bookshop or online via Booktopia.

The exhibition celebrates the 
changing face of interwar Australia 
through the perspective of these two 
pioneering women artists, who became 
enthusiastic exponents of modern art  
in Melbourne during the 1930s and  
40s, but were then largely forgotten 
until recent years. As a College with  
a proud female heritage, we were 
thrilled to help promote this fabulous 
exhibition and ensure Syme and 
Spowers’ legacies live on. 

Ian and Sarina’s presentations over 
Zoom shone a light on the influence 
and breadth of these artists’ works and 
proved an engrossing way to spend a 
locked-down hour. 

We thank all of you who supported  
the event for your wonderful feedback. 
Some of you even recalled Eveline’s 
time at College, having not yet realised 
the significance of her contribution to 
the art world. We are looking forward  
to hosting more events of this nature  
in the new year. We hope you can join 
us when the time comes. If you have 
any topics of interest you would like  
us to explore, we encourage 
you to email Stephanie Rogan at 
advancement@unicol.unimelb.edu.au 
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VIRTUAL OPEN DAY

Virtual visits still 
very valuable 

If you would like to see our Virtual Open Day tour, 
please scan this QR code with your phone.

Open Day, one of the biggest days on the College 
calendar, was once again hosted online via Zoom  
due to Stage 4 restrictions. 

Much like the 2020 Intercollegiate Open Day, all ten colleges 
worked together to create a comprehensive program consisting 
of generic intercollegiate information sessions, interspersed  
with a series of virtual tours around each college campus. The 
virtual tours took place on 29 August, following the University  
of Melbourne Open Day which was held the previous weekend. 

We would like to extend a massive thank you to our 25 
enthusiastic volunteers who virtually led tours on the day.  
These students were integral in capturing and communicating 
the welcoming UC vibe for our visitors.

We are happy to report that the day was quite a success, with 
over 200 parents and students registering for UC tours – and 
over 1,000 people registering across the whole event! A huge 
thank you to all our staff and volunteers who were involved. 

Lauren Richards and Phoebe Jenkins

Jemima Seager and Gretel Hodge

Ethan Engstrom and Courtney Sait 

Victoria Wright

Our tour guides
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COMMUNITY SERVICE

Striving to make a tangible 
community impact
A highlight included the OakTree Live 
Below the Line challenge, where 
students lived on $2 a day for five days. 
By living on the Australian equivalent of 
the extreme poverty line, UC students 
developed an understanding of the lack 
of choice and opportunity faced by 
people living on so little. We had  
45 participants and raised almost 
$4,000 in donations thanks to the  
hard work of the kitchen staff as well  
as the dedication and commitment  
of our students.

One Girl’s Do it in a Dress is one of 
UC’s most anticipated annual initiatives. 
Students wear school dresses for a  
week in order to raise funds for 

education programs in Sierra Leone 
and Uganda. This year we had over 80 
sign ups and raised close to $20,000, 
ranking third on the team leaderboard 
and raising awareness by wearing the 
dresses in public. 

Throughout the semester we had  
more blood donations to the Australian 
Red Cross, with the total donations  
for the year reaching 71. This meant  
UC students donated their time and 
blood to save over 200 lives – an 
amazing effort and one of the highest 
numbers of donations by a University  
of Melbourne college this year. 

Additional events UC students were 
encouraged to take part in included 

the 40 Hour Famine, where students 
gave up a group of items such as food 
or furniture to raise funds for world 
poverty, purchasing UNICEF gift packs 
as presents, donating to op shops and 
purchasing sustainably through brands 
such as Thankyou.

By taking part in community service 
initiatives, UC students have learnt 
transferable skills and knowledge while 
making tangible impact.

Pip Smith 
Community Service Representative 
2nd Year Commerce Student 
University of Melbourne

Despite having to navigate 
the ever changing COVID 
restrictions, our Community 
Service Committee still 
managed to raise both funds 
and awareness for many 
initiatives this semester. 

Kaytlyn Johnson, Sophia Finnegan, Emma Wong and Lani Mott
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GARDEN UPDATE

Fig Tree Garden – A tribute to 
Lorrie Lawrence (1938-2010)

We are in the process of establishing the  
Fig Tree Garden, which holds a special  
place in UC’s heart as many of the plants  
are in honour of the late Lorrie Lawrence 
(UWC 1957). Lorrie contributed greatly to  
the College, and specifically the garden. 
During Heather Hewitt’s leadership,  
Lorrie assisted in the design of many  
garden beds. She also conducted tours  
and lectures of private gardens, donating  
the funds raised to the College.

In memory of her contributions, the Fig  
Tree Garden will be planted with some  
of her favourite plants. These include 
Camellia ‘Waterlily’, spring bulbs and a 
Wisteria grown on the pergola at the 
pedestrian gate on Cemetery Road West.  
A plaque will also be erected in her  
memory. We thank the late Lorrie  
Lawrence for her invaluable contributions. 

Growing from 
strength to strength 
During the lockdowns, the stunning gardens and courtyards 
around UC have provided a welcome respite for our staff and 
students and have been integral to student wellbeing. 

With the UC Redevelopment Project now completed, our gardening team have 
been able to turn their attentions to our outdoor spaces with renewed vigour. 
Alongside our head gardener, Ian, we now have both Ardi and Harri on board 
part time to ensure the garden continues to thrive. The knowledge of this 
incredible team has meant a number of new garden projects are underway. 

A favourite Camellia of Lorrie Lawrence

HV Hardenbergia violaea      Happy Wanderer

WF  Waterhousea floribunda  Weeping Lilly Pilly

CW Camellia x williamsii ‘waterlily’  Camellia

LR   Loropetalum rubrum ‘china pink’  Chinese Fringe Flower

EF  Echium fastuosum   Pride of Madeira

PL  Prunus lusitanica  Portuguese Laurel

UP  Ulmus procera  English Elm

FM  Ficus macrophylla  Moreton Bay Fig

CM  Clivia miniata yellow   Kaffir Lily

DA Dicksonia antarctica  Soft Tree Fern

MD  Monstera delisiosa  Fruit Salad Plant

SR  Solanum rantonnetii   Blue Potato Bush

VB  Velthemia bracteata  Forest Lily

PC   Philadelphus coronarius Mock Orange

AM  Alocasia macrorrhiza Giant Taro

MP  Murraya paniculata Orange Jessamine

OF  Osteospermum fruiticosum African Daisy

JM  Jacaranda mimosifolia  Jacaranda

WA Wisteria floribunda ‘alba’  Japanese Wisteria – white

AB Assorted Bulbs Daffodils, Blue Bells, Grape Hyacinths, Freesia

Ian Robertson and Ardi Strybosch
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GARDEN UPDATE

Hugelkultur is a technique of creating 
garden beds using waste that would 
otherwise go to landfill, meaning our 
gardeners can now dispose of garden 
waste onsite. This, in turn, prevents 
methane (greenhouse gas around 20 
times more potent than carbon dioxide) 
being released into the atmosphere. 
This system also prevents weeds 
spreading during transport. 

The practice was first written about in 
1962 by German gardener Herrman 
Andra, but has been utilised for 
hundreds of years in Eastern European 
societies. In English, Hugelkultur means 
‘mound culture’ or ‘hill culture’. 

A Hugelkultur bed is typically 
constructed as a raised mound on a 

flat surface, but this can be modified 
for a slope, like at CERES Community 
Environment Park, where our gardener 
Ardi volunteers. 

To construct on a slope, you must  
first build a barricade out of dead 
branches. Then add thick branches or 
logs, weeds and other plant materials,  
a small amount of compost to kick-
start the decomposition process and  
a layer of soil on top. 

The wood is essential to help aerate 
the soil and acts like a sponge to  
store water. It also provides nutrients 
during its gradual decay and sequesters 
carbon into the soil. The beds can  
then be simply left to decompose  
for up to 20 years. 

Elsewhere around the garden…
As students departed over the mid-semester break they 
were encouraged to leave their plants with gardener Ian 
so he could care for them in their absence. Turns out our 
students love plants – and Ian was responsible for many, 
many pots! Luckily he has a green thumb. 

In late October our student Sustainability Representative, 
Alex Brodie, organised a group of students to help plant  
the summer harvest. Thanks to everyone who volunteered. 

German engineering 
Like the Passivhaus design of our new buildings, our garden is also 
taking inspiration from Germany in the form of our new Hugelkultur 
garden beds. 

Ardi Strybosch



Celebrating Aussie natives 
A native food garden has been established near our kitchen. 
First Nations people have farmed sustainably for thousands of 
years, and by studying their traditional practices, we can grow 
edible food that is both good for people and the planet. Soon our 
kitchen will be preparing these delicious edible plants in dishes 
for our students. A selection of five plants are being grown in  
the garden: 
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The sustainable 
life cycle: 

Paddock to 
plate

Plants
Planting new gardens such  

as the Fig Tree Garden creates 
more spaces for student 

wellbeing. Replanting the Kitchen 
Garden provides a summer 

harvest for the kitchen.

Soil health
Compost and mulch soil. 

This improves the soil 
structure, nutrients and 
microorganism activity.

Compost
Food scraps from the kitchen 

are composted. Garden waste is 
either composted, mulched or 
used in the Hugelkultur beds.

Kitchen
Kitchen staff expertly prepare 

the harvested food for the 
students’ plates.

Harvest
Vegetables, herbs and fruits 

are harvested from the Kitchen 
Garden, Herb Garden and 
Native Food Garden for  

the kitchen.

GARDEN UPDATE

Murnong (Microseris scapigera) – a 
vulnerable species used widely prior 
to colonisation. Murnong grows 
white tuberous roots, which are 
sweet and taste like coconut. 

Native leek (Bulbine bulbosa) 
– a native leek that produces a 
sweet starchy corm (or fleshy, 
underground stem).

Strawberry Gum (Eucalyptus olida) 
– this plant’s leaves are used like a 
herb and taste like a combination  
of strawberry and passionfruit.

Lemon Myrtle (Backhousia 
citrodora) – this plant’s leaves 
can be used as a herb and have a 
wonderful citrus smell and flavour.

Finger Lime (Citrus australasica) – 
an amazing citrus fruit, with  
caviar-like pulp (pictured right).
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From 
paddock 
to plate

For sous chef, Hazel, it’s an essential 
part of modern day cooking. 

“It’s part of the industry; every place 
I’ve worked, we always try and practice 
sustainability. Here at UC, Ian our 
gardener, will just bring things to the 
kitchen and we will work out what we 
can create. Some of it goes straight to 
the protein bar, like the broccoli, but 
we turn the eggplants into eggplant 
parmigiana and the rhubarb into strudel 
– it’s lots of fun and stimulates our 
creativity. We’re looking forward to the 
native herb garden being ready, so we 
can craft some Aussie dishes with that. 
A few of the chefs here have experience 
with those plants. And it’s not mass 
produced, so it has a lot of flavour.”

With a herb garden right outside 
the kitchen door, staff can also grab 
whatever they need throughout the  
day. A new composting system was 
established last year, and although 
COVID restrictions have limited student 

accessibility to the kitchen, our kitchen 
staff have still been utilising this 
throughout the pandemic.  

“Not being able to have face-to-face 
interaction with the students during 
lockdowns and seeing how they reacted 
to our food was tough – because 
technically they are my regulars, so 
usually I would have a feel for what 
they like and can anticipate their needs. 
So I can’t wait till the kitchen opens up 
again,” said Hazel. 

Our Executive Chef, Philip, added the 
team also has lots of ideas for future 
initiatives in this space. 

“We are already looking to expand 
the kitchen garden and hopefully 
get staff more directly involved in 
the student sustainability committee, 
so we can work together on this 
concept. Chickens, bees and lots of 
other ideas may be possible as well in 
the future. Our kitchen team is very 
keen to develop this paddock to plate 
concept, or garden to gut, as I like to 
call it! Whatever phrase you use, we are 
totally up for working with the students 
and the garden team to expand our 
initiatives in 2022 and beyond.” 

“My dedication to finishing my apprenticeship during the 
pandemic caught the eye of one of my TAFE teachers,  
and he nominated me. To be honest I didn’t think I was 
going to win it, but I did! It was a surreal feeling, I’ve  
never won anything this big before,” she said. 

Jahvaan is also informally known as UC’s Dessert Queen. 

“I do have a passion for desserts. I love making anything 
sweet that makes people happy. My favourite is brownies 
and cold-set cheesecakes, because you can play  
around with flavours and it’s the dessert my mum loves. 

Food has been another staple for 
our students during lockdown, 
and our kitchen team have been 
working with our gardeners to 
utilise fresh ingredients and 
improve our sustainability 
processes. 

Sous Chef Hazel Krauss receiving some Kitchen Garden bounty from Harry Sulikowski

Award-winning apprentice
Jahvaan Quilter is an apprentice chef in the UC kitchen, and she recently 
won the Best Cookery (Apprentice) Student of the Year award from 
Melbourne Polytechnic. 

Simple yet tasty.” 

“I enjoy working at  
UC because everyone is 
friendly and I get to experiment in the kitchen. But I never 
imagined I’d be called Queen of Desserts. After that 
compliment who wouldn’t want to work here!”

In the near future Jahvaan plans to undertake a patisserie 
course to become a pastry chef. Congratulations 
Jahvaan – we love having you on the staff team at UC. 
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We may have been in lockdown for the majority of Semester 2, but 
our talented kitchen crew took our taste buds on a journey around the 
world through weekly themed dinners. 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

French  
dinner menu
Thursday 27 May

Soup

French onion soup, gruyere  
cheese croutons

Salads

Salad nicoise with tuna

Du puy lentil salad

French butter lettuce salad

Mains

‘Coq au vin” (chicken in  
red wine, shallots)

“Blanquette de veau” (veal in  
cream sauce, mushroom)

“Moules mariniere”  
(mussel in white wine)

“Ratatouille” (assorted  
vegetable stew)

“Patate dauphinoise” 
 (gratin potato)

Sides

Pommery mustard

Cornichon

Tomato relish

Dessert

Cheese board consisting of 
roquefort, camembert and 

cheddar, stoned dried fruits,  
lavosh and crackers 

Japanese  
dinner menu

Thursday 23 September

Appetizer

 Tokyo selection of maki sushi, 
nigiri sushi, Philadelphia roll

Salads

“Sunomono” (Japanese  
cucumber salad)

“Wakame” (seaweed salad)

Cabbage salad with  
“wafu” dressing

Mains

“Japanese pork “katsu” curry  
(panko crumbed pork)

Chicken “yakitori” (skewers)

“Yaki udon” (stir fry noodles  
with beef)

“Vegetable “katsu” curry  
(assorted crumbed  

vegetables with curry sauce)

Vegetarian “okonomiyaki” 
(vegetable pancake)

“Agedashi” tofu (fried tofu)

Pan fried vegetable gyoza

Condiments: Akari soy sauce, 
wasabi, pickled ginger,  
bonito flakes, furikake

Dessert

“Matcha panna cotta”  
(green tea creamy pudding)

• Aussie BBQ

• Mexican

• Middle Eastern

• South Pacific

• Spanish

• Sri Lankan

• British

• French

• German

• Indian

• Italian

• Japanese

• Mauritius

The theme for each week was chosen 
during a kitchen-wide brainstorming 
session, which also looked at popular 
food trends and cuisines that the 
chefs most enjoyed creating. Special 
consideration was also given to the 
suitability of each dish to be served as 
part of a buffet-style meal.

Executive Chef, Philip Garrod, shares that 
the chefs took pleasure in making these 
themed dinners because “it was a break 
from the normal, something new we 
could challenge ourselves with and an 
opportunity to explore new dishes.”

Themes have included:

Journey around the world 
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FINAL FARWELLS

When restrictions finally eased 
at the end of October, there was 
just enough time to hold some 
farewell dinners for our students. 
Over a series of evenings, small 
friendship groups were able to 
enjoy a high table-style three 
course menu in an alfresco 
setting – just like the dinners 
we held at the start of the year. 
Our kitchen team were thrilled 
to be able to get back to creating 
dishes for these events. 

The series kicked off with a 
stakeholders dinner, where senior 
staff members dined with our student 
leadership team and thanked them  
for their service to the College. 

Thank you everyone for pulling 
together these dinners at short notice 
– they were thoroughly enjoyed by all. 

Final 
farewells 

Stakeholders Dinner

Dr Jennifer McDonald, Rachael McDonald, Taila White and Liz Agostino

Pip Kennett and Claudia Lee
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WELLBEING

A fundamental part of building resilience 
is utilisation of active coping strategies. 
To support students in developing tools 
for improving wellbeing and building 
resilience, this semester we promoted 
‘Self Care September.’ During the month 
of September, this daily activity guide 
encouraged students to try new self-
care strategies, with the goal of finding 
a few new micro habits that could 
be incorporated into their daily lives. 
Meditation, exercise, rest, practising 
gratitude, and using affirmations were 
just a few of the strategies students 
were able to trial during the challenge.

Social contact and relationships 
proved to be significant protective 
factors for students when managing 
increases in stress, anxiety, fear, 
and loneliness – all of which were 
commonly reported feelings associated 
with university students during the 
COVID-19 lockdowns. In recognition 
of how important relationships are 

to student satisfaction and feelings 
of connectedness, we brought in 
Relationships Australia to provide 
training on healthy relationships. 
This training brought awareness to 
foundations for building healthy 
relationships, setting boundaries,  
having difficult conversations, and 
consent. Students were able to leave 
this training with tangible knowledge 
and skills to help maintain and improve 
their relationships. 

Students showed such a strong 
level of engagement in the Healthy 
Relationships training that we decided 
to keep the conversation going in an 
episode of the UC Wellbeing Podcast. 
Harry MacLeod, UC’s Wellbeing 
Representative, hosted the podcast and 
together we answered anonymously 
submitted student questions related  
to interpersonal relationships. 

The Wellbeing eNews for students 
continues to be sent out monthly, 

providing information and useful 
tips relating to a variety of wellbeing 
issues. This included topics such as 
mental health, grief and bereavement, 
body image and eating disorders, and 
managing transitions (such as life  
after college).

While we had to be a bit creative and 
adapt to program delivery through 
online experiences due to lockdowns, 
student engagement, desire for learning, 
and need for support has only increased 
as we brought more awareness to 
student wellbeing. I hope that the 
experience of this year helps students 
to continue prioritising their needs, 
knowing that they are deserving of 
support, and believing that they can  
do hard things – and they never have  
to do them alone. 

Katie Saya 
Student Wellbeing Coordinator

Wellbeing report
Student wellbeing has remained a top priority at UC this semester in light of the ongoing COVID restrictions 
in Melbourne. The UC community has demonstrated high levels of resilience in the face of these ongoing 
challenges.
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WELLBEING

Banding 
together 
to boost 
morale

With Melbourne coming out of (and back 
into) lockdowns, wellbeing was at the 
forefront of everyone’s minds. Morale 
at College was boosted by Love Week; 
students were assigned a secret admirer 
for a week to shower them with – you 
guessed it – love! A fan favourite for 
many, this week comically saw huge 
posters of people’s faces plastered all 
around College, gifts left outside doors 
and huge declarations of love to make 
everyone feel just that little more special 
during a time where it was very easy to 
feel down and unmotivated. 

Love Week was swiftly followed by Friend 
Week, which was perfectly organised 
by our incoming 2022 Wellbeing 
Representative, Rachael Mooney. Much 
like Love Week, everyone was assigned 
a person to go on a ‘friend date’ with. It 
was a great opportunity to catch up with 
friends to have those important chats and 
to check in with how they were feeling. 

The semester was bookended by 
Movember, with a large part of the UC 
community donning moustaches or 
travelling 60km (to recognise the 60 men 
we lose to suicide each hour worldwide) 
to help raise money for vital research  
and support for men’s mental health. 

The way that Movember  
brought the community  
together really encapsulated 
what wellbeing has been like  
at UC; a team effort where we  
all supported each other. 

It has been an honour to support the 
wellbeing of my fellow UCers this  
year, and I’m sure that Rachael, alongside 
Katie, will do an incredible job in 2022. 

Harry Macleod 
Wellbeing Representative 
2nd Year Science Student 
University of Melbourne 

This semester once again highlighted the importance of addressing student wellbeing needs at College. Together 
with Katie, our new Wellbeing Coordinator, we were ready for a big semester – and from the very start, she took a 
weight off everyone’s shoulders. Her support and kind words were ever-present, and it was incredible to have such 
an experienced and thoughtful Wellbeing Coordinator to assist with everyone’s needs. 

Daniel Coffey, Harry Macleod and Patrick Bolton
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COUNCIL MEMBER PROFILE

Why do you think you were chosen 
to join Council? What do you bring 
to the College Council?

As a Professor of Marketing, my passion 
is customer experience. From what I 
have observed, University College is 
doing an excellent job in creating a 
residential environment of inclusivity 
and community. I feel I can assist the 
Council further to map and improve 
student and stakeholder experiences 
overall.

What do you like most about 
University College and our 
community?

The joy for life our students 
radiate and the opportunities 
they have to make a positive 
impact on the world (or at  
least local ecosystems!).

What was your first job?

My very first job was looking after a  
baby of a young single mother who 
worked in a nearby Brunswick factory 
during the summer holidays. I was 
turning 14 at the time and the little 
money I earnt allowed me to buy a 
couple of fashionable clothing items. 
The experience made me appreciate 
just how tough life could be for some 
women.

My first graduate job was as an 
agricultural scientist at ICI Crop Care.  
I still laugh when I look back at my  
days of visiting shy male farmers –  
a skinny city girl with long dark hair  
and obligatory red lipstick.

Who has influenced your career 
most and why?

I do not recall one key mentor but 
many people I interacted with along 
the way have helped me. However, in 
my career of over 30 years I have only 
had two managers that drew out the 
very best in people around them, and 
both unfortunately did not last. Inspiring 
leadership that makes you want to 
perform at your best in my experience 
is rare, which is unfortunate as it is not 
difficult to treat people with kindness 
and respect.

What is the best piece of advice that 
you have ever been given (personal 
or professional)?

Especially for women, if you feel you  
are not ready, you probably are, so go 
for that promotion.

Where is your favourite holiday 
destination?

Africa, I want to go back one day as  
I adore the children and the wildlife.

Name one person you’d like to have 
dinner with and why?

The Queen, I would like to gain some 
deep insights as to how she has survived 
all her challenges with such dignity.

PROFESSOR LILIANA BOVE
COUNCIL MEMBER PROFILE:

Students enjoying outdoor music at College
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

A new Strategic Plan to guide us 
towards 2024 is now in place. One 
of the most important aspects is an 
increased focus on our scholarship 
funds. We will be striving to build a 
bigger corpus that will allow us to 
increase the number of scholarships 
offered, as well as the size of the 
scholarships. It is widely acknowledged 
that scholarships make life changing 
contributions to many students 
who may otherwise not be able to 
experience the benefits of tertiary 
education in a safe and supportive 
environment like UC.

There were two major changes in  
our College Council this year, the  
first of which was when long-serving 
member John Mathieson stood  
down to concentrate on other 
commitments. The second change 
was midway through the year when 
we welcomed our new University of 
Melbourne representative, Professor 
Liliana Bove who brings with her a 
wealth of marketing knowledge and 
experience. We are very grateful 
to Liliana for volunteering her time 
and skills. Our previous University of 
Melbourne representative, Professor 
Anne Lillis, retired from the University 
but remains on our Council. 

We are always interested to hear from 
alumni who may have an interest in 
supporting the College on Council  
or one of its subcommittees. Please  
get in touch if you would like to be 
involved, or know someone who you 
think would be pleased to offer their 
time and talents.

Council priorities naturally include 
ensuring we meet our commitments 
to our financiers. I must thank our 
management team and our Treasurer 
and her Finance Committee for the 
fact that we continue to meet all 
requirements.

It never fails to impress me how much 
work happens behind the scenes to 
ensure a smooth running residential 
college, regardless of what challenges 
are thrown up. 

I have just been reading reports from all 
the back of house services that continue 
day by day but tend to pass unnoticed 
by students or visitors. Maintenance is 
constant in areas such as the kitchen, 
accommodation, our IT services and  
the gardens. Doubly so in today’s 
COVID safe environment.

Next time you are on the grounds, 
I encourage you to take the time 
to ‘stop and smell the roses’ 
– literally. They are glorious, 
particularly at this time of year. 

The team led by Dr Jennifer McDonald 
has continued to show their resilience, 
their tireless commitment to the 
wellbeing of all on campus and their 
generally positive ‘can do’ attitude 
towards achieving the best outcomes 
for our students.

Thank you to all and stay safe.

K. Jane Peck
President of Council

As the world works its way towards a ‘COVID normal’, College management 
has been constantly developing strong, safe and compliant policies and 
practices that ensure the safety of our staff and students. Yet again, students 
have braved a year different to those of the past. But they continue to find 
the College experience a rewarding one. 

FROM THE PRESIDENT 
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Meet the faces of the SCR

SENIOR COMMON ROOM

The Senior Common Room (SCR) had all sorts of plans going into this semester – more Fireside Chats, 
Shut Up And Write sessions, guest speakers – but obviously with COVID-19 restrictions and intermittent 
lockdowns we’ve had to cancel a lot of our face-to-face events. 

Thankfully, however, restrictions 
eventually began easing, so we were 
able to have some events at the College 
including alfresco dinners, the lovely 
stakeholders thank you dinner and a 
gardening day. We are hoping that in 
2022 we will be able to return to more 
regular face-to-face events. 

To round out the year, I would like to 
share with you a profile of our 2021 
Resident Tutors:

Alex: Alex is about to begin his PhD in 
classical philosophy, and has studied 
classics, ancient world studies and 
philosophy in his undergrad. He is 
always happy to have a chat if anybody 
has an interest in these subject areas. 

Rebi: Rebi has spent this year writing 
her history honours thesis; her main 
area of focus is cultural and youth 

history. She enjoys the study of 
languages, particularly French and 
Irish, music and music production, 
philosophy and scientific theories. In 
her spare time, she writes and plays 
boardgames with friends.

Caitlin: Caitlin graduated from the 
University of Sydney with a Bachelor 
of Law and a Bachelor of Arts with a 
double major in philosophy and English. 
She has worked at various University of 
Melbourne residential colleges, as well 
as for various levels of government. 
When COVID-19 is not a barrier, she 
enjoys study and work opportunities 
that involve travel. She encourages you 
to say hello when you see her around.

Zarin: Zarin has just completed her BA 
(with Honours) in Anthropology from 
University of Melbourne. She specialises 
in development studies, politics and 

international relations, and is interested 
in issues of migration and social justice, 
as well as the effects of digital media in 
community studies. She enjoys learning 
languages, like French and Spanish, and 
hopes to learn more.

James: Last but not least, me; I am 
doing my PhD in creative arts and 
English, and did my BA (with Honours) 
in Creative and Professional Writing. I 
am happy to help with any general essay 
writing, assignment planning and exam 
preparation needs students might have 
in the eleventh hour, as well as subject 
specific requests. In my spare time, I 
enjoy white wine, romantic comedies 
and Raymond Chandler paperbacks.

James Brown 
Senior Common Room President

James Brown, Sheikh Zarin Tasnim, Caitlin Kendal and Andre Louhanapessy
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MENTORING

Forging connections:  
Alumni mentoring update

Focused primarily on second and third 
year students, volunteers are invited to 
share their experience and expertise 
with students. Mentees are usually at 
a point in their degree where they are 
starting to think more seriously about 
the next phase of their education or 
joining the work force.

Reintroduced in the latter half of 
Semester 2, 2021, we have been able  
to match multiple students with alumni, 
and we hope to expand the program 
further in 2022.

Student mentees involved in the 
program have advised that working  
with a mentor has helped them to: 

• Build effective relationships and 
networks

• Learn more about themselves

• Get advice on making the most  
out of their time at College and 
university

• Hear different points of view and 
challenge themselves.

The UC Alumni Mentoring program matches current students with 
alumni and friends of the College who have undertaken the same 
course of study or have work experience (current or previous) in a 
field of their interest. 

Can you help?
We have a diverse group of students 
with many areas of interests we 
would like to support. Below is a list 
of industries which we are currently 
seeking mentors for:

• Medicine and medical research

• Software development and coding

• Journalism and media

• Creative design

• Not-for-profit

• Arts sector (specifically curatorial)

And of course any other sector  
where you can assist. 

There is no set time commitment  
(you can dedicate as much time as 
you are able to) and meetings can  
also be facilitated online, meaning  
you do not have to live in Melbourne 
to volunteer to inspire young minds. 
Feel free to encourage friends, 
colleagues and family members to 
sign up with you. We welcome a 
wealth of knowledge! 

To express an interest in mentoring 
on a volunteer basis, please contact 
Stephanie Rogan, Fundraising and 
Alumni Relations Advisor via email 
advancement@unicol.unimelb.edu.au 
or call +61 3 9349 9113
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Kaytlyn Johnson
Tasmanian Young 
Australian of the Year

Although Kaytlyn sadly was not able 
to attend the ceremony due to border 
closures, she was able to speak over 
Zoom.

“I am devastated I could not attend 
the ceremony in person (and hence 
get pictures with others), but I instead 
zoomed in from the stolen land of the 
Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nations, 
and acknowledged that sovereignty  
has never been ceded.

Today I hope at least one student in 
Wynyard was watching. I know the 
feeling of being in an adverse situation, 
I know the feeling of showering at the 
local pool due to having the hot water 
cut off at home. I know the feeling of 
seeing only three other students from 
your entire high school cohort go to 
university. 

I know, as a student from an area with 
limited opportunity, that we have just as 
much potential as students elsewhere. 
I want to prove to mob and to students 
in my situation, that if you scream loud 
enough, someone will hear you.

If you hold onto your strongest support 
system – your parents, grandparents 
or the teacher that believes in you the 
most – they will help you on your way. 

You don’t have to do what 
everyone else is doing. You 
CAN break the trend and you 
CAN be the first to accomplish 
something, because the 
proposed limits that are 
perpetuated onto young people 
in our areas do not exist.

It is a surreal feeling, but I am beyond 
grateful and honoured to have been 
named the 2022 TAS Young Australian 
of the Year. 

And I have so much left to do. Let’s 
get mob seen, heard and respected in 
Tasmania. Let’s get our young people 
leading the country and the world in all 
of the facets they desire. Let’s change 
the date. Let’s take responsibility for 

climate change and take action. Let’s 
get creative and stay inspired.”

Kaytlyn can now add this award to her 
collection, as in 2021 she also won the 
Leadership Award at the Tasmanian 
Young Achiever Awards, and took out 
the major category – the Premier’s 
Young Achiever of the Year Award. 

We are also delighted to share that 
Kaytlyn was invited to attend the 
recent United Nations Climate Change 
Conference (COP26) in Glasgow. 

We would like to acknowledge donor 
Ann Miller’s generous scholarship 
support for Kaytlyn and for her financial 
assistance with Kaytlyn’s travel costs to 
attend the conference in Glasgow.

Well done Kaytlyn, we can’t wait to 
see what you achieve next. 

A massive congratulations to 
second year student, Kaytlyn 
Johnson, for being named 2022 
Tasmanian Young Australian of 
the Year! Kaytlyn received the 
award for her inspiring youth 
leadership work with Project O –  
an initiative that empowers 
young rural women to develop 
new skills, connect with their 
community and use their voice 
to campaign for change. Also 
a talented singer-songwriter, 
Kaytlyn is an inspiration to  
many young Tasmanians, 
especially those in the 
Indigenous community.

STUDENTS PAST AND PRESENT

CELEBRATING 
STUDENTS PAST 
AND PRESENT
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Fashion 
Forward 

UC alumna continues to make waves

You might remember reading about 
Lilli’s uniform designs being chosen 
for the staff at all the venues in the 
Melbourne and Olympic Parks precinct 
(including Rod Laver Arena, Margaret 
Court Arena, Melbourne Arena and 
AAMI Park). They were debuted in March 
2020 and are expected to remain the 
uniforms of the Melbourne and Olympic 
Parks Trust for the next ten years.

This year, Lilli was selected to 
showcase three of her looks on the 
Student Runway at Melbourne Fashion 
Week – she was also a finalist for the 
Student Design Award at the event! 
Lilli’s work investigates hand weaving 
as a proposition for a new sustainable 

fashion practice, her pieces were 
created by transforming discarded 
t-shirts and material offcuts into yarn 
and re-weaving them into new forms.

In addition to being invited to 
Melbourne Fashion Week, Lilli also 
won the Mazda Australia Design Award 
in July. The competition brief was 
to create a look that was inspired by 
Mazda’s first electric car, using the 
sustainable interior car materials  
(vegan leather, heritage cork and 
recycled plastic felt) in the design.

Keep an eye on this space, Lilli is 
destined for big things – we are so 
proud of you Lilli!

Congratulations to Lilli McKenzie (UC 2018) who continues to make 
waves with her innovative and sustainable take on fashion.

Alumna and 2019 Student Club Vice 
President, Georgia Taylor, modeling one 

of Lilli’s Melbourne Fashion Week designs.

Lilli (on the right) with her award-winning design for Mazda
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UC alumna 
gifts painting 
to College

The striking painting called Storm 
Approaching by Australian artist Shay 
Docking (1928 – 1998), was painted in  
the 1960s and is part of Ms Docking’s 
Glacier Series.

Ms Docking is described as one of 
Australia’s most important landscape  
artists, whose representation of nature 
reflected her own experience and love  
of the landscape in its many forms – hills, 
volcanoes, rivers, trees, and harbours.

She was inspired by the various 
surroundings she encountered, including 
the western district of Victoria (where  
she grew up), Newcastle (where she lived 
with her husband Gil as he established  
the Newcastle City Art Gallery), the hills  
of Auckland (which reminded her of her 
childhood in regional Victoria), and finally 
Sydney (where she established her studio 
in Paddington). She once said, “through 
art we can be helped to relate to our 
environment.”

Thank you to Diana for her generous 
donation, this painting will find its 
permanent home at College in 2022, where 
we hope it encourages all our students to 
relate to the environment around them. 

A new book by UWC alumna 
Stephanie Alexander AO
Congratulations to Stephanie Alexander AO (UWC 1958) on the 
release of her most recent book, Home. More than two years in 
the making, much of it during Melbourne’s extended COVID-19 
lockdowns, Home is a reflective book full of Stephanie’s food 
philosophies. memories about travels and thoughts on living during 
a pandemic – plus of course over 200 recipes for the reader to enjoy! 

Late in Semester 2, we were delighted 
to learn that the College was to be 
gifted with an incredible piece of art 
from the collection of alumna, Ms 
Diana E Logan (UWC 1964).

Storm Approaching by Shay Docking
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McGilchrist 
Memories
Our stunning mural, The Legend 
of Being by Erica McGilchrist, has 
long been a fixture at University 
College ever since its unveiling 
in 1958. Commissioned with 
support from cosmetician and 
philanthropist Helena Rubinstein, 
the three-panelled mural spans 
almost 11 metres and explores the 
complexities of ‘being human’ 
– with each panel designed to 
represent a fundamental aspect  
of human existence: belief, love 
and belonging. 

The mural has been installed in the 
purpose-built Mural Room adjacent  
to the Syme Dining Hall as part of the 
UC Redevelopment Project.

In between lockdowns in July, we were 
delighted to welcome Vicki Cowling 
OAM who visited with her daughter  
and grandchildren to take in the work  

of Erica in person (Erica McGilchrist  
was a cousin of Vicki’s mother). 

Following their visit, Vicki reflected: 
“We all appreciated the opportunity to 
see Erica’s mural… and thank you to 
all for welcoming us. The mural sits in 

a lovely, light filled space, and can be 
comfortably studied up close, or from  
a distance. It is an intriguing work of art; 
Erica was a trailblazer.”
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What was your favourite thing 
about living at UC?

The thing I most liked about UC was 
the social life! I’m not entirely sure 
how much I got out of university in an 
academic sense, but I had a fantastic  
life at UC. I loved every minute of it  
and still keep in touch with many of the 
friends I made in O-Week at College! 

What was your first job out of 
university?

My first job was working as a marketing 
graduate at an electrical retailer that 
no longer exists. To be honest I was a 
pretty terrible employee. My maths and 
finance skills have never been great, 
and the number of mistakes I made was 

pretty incredible! After two years there  
I left and went backpacking through 
Asia for a year. That was the start of a 
life-long passion for travel and a career 
that turned out to be pretty amazing!

What is your greatest achievement?

It sounds a bit cheesy but I’ve got a 
great marriage and three pretty great 
kids. That is hard to beat in terms of 
satisfying achievements. 

UC Alumni profile

Darrell Wade (UC 1979)
Co-founder of Intrepid Travel

I was born and bred in Geelong, so when I arrived in Melbourne to study a Bachelor of Commerce, I decided 
to make the jump and attend college rather than commute.  

ALUMNI PROFILE
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From a career perspective, I’m not sure 
I’ve had it yet. Intrepid Travel – the 
company I co-founded and chair – is 
going from strength to strength, with 
new opportunities coming our way 
all the time. We’re opening a bunch 
of hotels soon, which will be new and 
exciting. And recently I hopped on 
a plane to Glasgow to be part of the 
COP26 climate negotiations, where  
I am representing the travel industry  
as Vice Chair of the World Travel and 
Tourism Council.  

Do you have advice for students 
who are starting to think about 
future career paths?

Honestly, I was never a great student, 
but I was good at forming trusting 
relationships and grabbing opportunities 
when they arose. That’s been a pretty 
powerful combination for me. I think 
if you are true to your values and take 
a long term view of opportunities and 
relationships things tend to work out 
pretty well. 

Tell us something 
interesting that people 
might like to know 
about you?

I’m not sure that there is 
that much interesting about 
me, but one of the things 
I find interesting is about 
the common things that 
connect different people around the 
world. On the surface of it, people from 
different countries and backgrounds 
are very different from each other. I’ve 
travelled to about 120 countries, and 
conversations often start at a point of 
difference: how we eat different foods, 
believe in different Gods, have different 
economic capacity, different coloured 
skin and so forth. But if the conversation 
goes on for more than a few minutes 
you start to realise the opposite – how 
much in common we all have. We 
all want the best for our families and 
society, we worry about services like 
health and education, we want a healthy 

environment and we strive to do better 
for ourselves. So the more I travel, the 
more I realise how similar we are. And 
yet the opportunities we each have are 
not similar. I, like most students at UC, 
have had many, many opportunities. We 
need to be honest with ourselves – our 
good fortune and the opportunities 
we have was really just a lucky roll of 
the dice when we were born. We’re no 
different to anyone else, and so should 
share the good fortune we’ve been so 
fortunate to have.

I think if you are true to your 
values and take a long term  
view of opportunities and 
relationships things tend to  
work out pretty well. 

ALUMNI PROFILE

Ed Benson, Darrell Wade, Penny Jordan and Aaron Saw
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Thank you to our 2021 donors
We gratefully acknowledge the generous support of the following donors who have supported UC over the 
last twelve months. We also thank those supporters who choose to remain anonymous, and all of you who 
offer support in so many ways.

Max Murray, Ruth Hughes and Dr Barbara Murray

Mrs S Addison

Prof F Bartholomeusz

Mrs N & Mr R Binding

Mrs A Black

Botha Family

Dr D Bresciani OAM &  
Mr L Bresciani OAM

Dr L Broughton

Mrs B Buchanan

Dr M Bullen

Ms P Carter

Mr M & Mrs I Chambers 

Dr C Cheers 

Mrs E & Mr B Corbett 

Mrs V Cowling 

Mrs J Cox AM & Mr L Cox AO

Mrs A Cronin OAM 

Mrs D Demack 

Mrs C Duncan 

Ms A Duncan 

Mr F Eastwood 

Dr R Evans 

Ms D Farrell 

Mrs P Ford 

Ms K Franklin 

Dr D Gome 

Mrs B Gregory OAM &  
Mr A Gregory AM

Dr A Harcourt AO 

Mr J & Mrs R Hoadley 

Mrs J & Prof A Holmes 

Mrs J & Mr R Horseman

Prof B Howlett 

Prof G & Mrs J Hughes 

Dr A Jabara 

Dr C Johnston

Ms M Kelso 

Dr R Kiss & Mr C O’Donohue

Dr H Law 

Mrs M Legge 

Mr R Macdonald 

Mr W Mackie 

Mrs J Mayfield 

Dr C McConnell

Mrs J & Mr C McCraith 

Dr J McDonald &  
The Hon. P Honeywood 

Mrs C & Mr M McGain 

Mrs A McLaughlin 

Ms A Miller AM 

Dr J Mitchell 

Dr A Moffatt 

Dr B & Mr M Murray 

Ms H Murray 

Mr M O’Keefe 

Mrs A Oppenheim 

Miss S Ramsay 

Mrs A Robertson & Mr R Cross

Ms S Rogan 

Dr E Shaw 

Ms S Taylor 

Dr R Terry 

Mr R & Mrs G Tolliday 

Mrs J Walstab 

Mr H & Mrs S Walter

Mrs M Webster 

Ms A Weir 

the late Dr A Werner

Mrs V Wilson

ADFAS Yarra Inc

Australian Communities 
Foundation

David Syme Charitable Trust

Ecycle Solutions Pty Ltd

Lovell Chen

Perpetual Trustee Company 
Limited

Youth Music Foundation  
of Australia

Acknowledgements are correct  
to 10 December 2021
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Another successful year supporting students 

“I just want to say a massive thank you. I am so grateful to 
have been able to return to college for a second year. It was 
something that I did not think I would have the chance to do. 
Whilst it hasn’t been the year any of us expected (or hoped 
for), the memories I have made here are ones I will never 
forget. So, I’d like to thank you for making this year at all 
possible.” 

Alex Hodge (pictured above right)

“I’ve been truly grateful to be a member 
of the UC Community – everyone is so 
supportive and friendly. Thank you once 
again for your scholarship support. It was 
very valuable and definitely helped relieve 
some of the burden of my college and 
tuition fees.” 

Xiao Xiao

As 2021 draws to a close, we invite you to 
make a donation to University College. 
Any contribution you can make is greatly 
appreciated – it supports our community and 
makes a difference to our students’ experiences.

For more information, or to donate, contact the 
Advancement Office on +61 3 9349 9111 or email 
advancement@unicol.unimelb.edu.au. To donate 
online, visit www.unicol.unimelb.edu.au/support-uc 
We have also included a donation form on the  
back of the address sheet that came with this 
edition of Frappe Fort. 

Thank you to all of our regular supporters, and 
those who donated for the first time during the 
pandemic – as you can see, your support is much 
appreciated. 

Beyond providing financial assistance, donations to the University College Scholarship Fund make a real 
difference to the young people they support. Included below are reflections from four 2021 UC scholarship 
recipients.

“My time at University College has been 
overwhelmingly positive, and your 
financial contribution to my stay here has 
been extremely valuable. My family and 
I wanted to thank you for your efforts 
to allow students such as myself, and 
students in future generations, to attend 
University College and enjoy what the 
College has to offer. University College 
has provided me with a safe space to call 
home, and to study in, which has benefited 
me immensely as I’ve adjusted to life away 
from home and being in Melbourne.”

Emma Doak

“Reflecting on this year, despite 
the lockdowns and stresses, I 
am extremely grateful for the 
opportunities that I have been given 
at UC and by being supported by a 
scholarship. I believe UC has provided 
a holistic environment for me to 
prosper academically and socially.”

Chloe Carboon 

Dr Ros Terry and Alex Hodge
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